1. After drawing the kite pattern, write your message on the kite. You can write quotes, short poems and/or draw images. Kite dimensions are given on the back of this sheet.

2. Cut Pattern following the outline on your paper. Do not cut the wings! Then cut along the line of the half circles using an exacto knife. Do not detach the circles! Leave them as flaps. (Kite Dimensions are given on the back of this sheet for repeating the pattern on your own.)

3. Reinforce corners using clear tape. Then hole punch the corners as shown.

4. Make two tails. Cut the lined piece of paper into strips. Attach the strips using clear tape. Reinforce the end of the tail with tape and hole punch. Repeat to make a second tail.

5. Bend triangular sails forward. Attach bridle leg and tails. String plastic washer before attaching the bridle leg.

6. Attach kite line to bridle leg and your kite is ready to fly.